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(Received 3 July 1969) 
In an earlier publication, the validity of the radiation transport theory was studied for the calculation 
of multiple scatterin~ of e1ectromag~et.ic waves by a turbulen.t p~asma. In the present paper, we extend the 
transport theory to mclude a descrIptIOn of the Doppler shift m frequency caused by electron motion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Part I of this series! the classical radiation 
transport equation was derived from Maxwell's 
equations for the study of scattering of electro-
magnetic waves by a turbulent plasma. In Part II2 
some techniques for using the transport equation were 
discussed. In both of these papers the Doppler shift 
in frequency caused by the motion of the scattering 
electrons was neglected. In the present paper we 
extend the transport theory to include any frequency 
shift of the scattered waves. 
An exhaustive analysis of the relation between a 
wave equation and the corresponding classical trans-
port approximation has yet to be made. The first such 
analysis seems to have been given by Foldy,3 who 
discussed the scattering of scalar waves by a set of 
uncorrelated point scatterers, obtaining a transport 
equation. The quantum theory of scattering by a 
"weakly bound medium" was related to a classical 
transport theory by Watson. 4 It was an adaptation of 
the methods used in this work to Maxwell's equations 
which was given in 1. A different approach was used 
by Barabanenkov and Finkel'berg,5 who derived a 
transport equation from the scalar wave equation 
using a "Bethe-Salpeter" type of equation. 
In Sec. II, we summarize the results derived in this 
paper. These lead to a radiation transport equation of 
conventional form,6 the scattering kernel being explic-
itly expressed in terms of plasma density fluctuations. 
The reader who is not interested in the details of the 
derivation will probably find the account in Sec. II 
adequate for using the transport equation. 
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The phenomena which we wish to describe are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. A plasma of finite extent is 
illuminated by an electromagnetic wave emitted by a 
distant source S and propagating in the direction k. 
The intensity of the waves scattered by the plasma is 
measured with a receiver R, also a great distance away. 
(The restriction to a distant source and receiver is 
of course, not required for a derivation of the trans~ 
port equation.) 
Several assumptions concerning the plasma were 
introduced in 1. We shall accept these here and, in 
addition, explicitly suppose the plasma electrons to 
have nonrelativistic energies. The assumed turbulence 
properties of the plasma will be reviewed later in this 
section. The nonrelativistic assumption will be 
expressed by the inequality 
(kRc)(velc) « I, 
which we will call NR. Here k121T is the wave number 
of the radiation, Rc a measure of the distance over 
which plasma motions are correlated, Ve the mean 
speed of the plasma electrons, and c the speed of light. 
As in I, we suppose the plasma to be underdense 
(Assumption B3) and that kRs »1 (Assumption 
B4), where Rs is the "size" of the plasma. Assumption 
B4 allows us to ignore diffraction scattering from the 
entire plasma (in all but a small cone with axis 
parallel to k). 
In the classical theory of radiation transport, the 
flow of radiant energy at a point x per unit area, per 
unit time, and traveling in the direction p is 
/(x, p, w) dOp dw. (2.1) 
The notation here implies that the radiation has an 
angular frequency w, within the interval dw, and is 
confined to propagation directions lying within the 
solid angle dOc; . 
For waves which have some degree of polarization, 
it is necessary to generalize (2.1). This was done by 
Chandrasekhar6 and, in a similar manner, in 1. To do 
this, we shall follow the notation of I and introduce 
the two unit vectors cp(i), i = 1, 2, for a plane 
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FIG. I. Illustration of scattering from a plasma. 
electromagnetic wave traveling in the direction p. The 
electric field vector for such a wave is of the form 
Ep = [Ep(l)eji(1) + Ep(2)ep(2)]e-iwt• (2.2) 
The unit vectors ep(i) are defined in terms of t, the 
direction of propagation of the incident wave before 
entering the plasma.7 These are 
where 
ep(2) = C(p)p x k, 
ep(l) = ep(2) x k, (2.3) 
(2.3') 
To define the polarization vectors for the incident 
wave, we orient the z axis of a rectangular coordinate 
system to be parallel to k and choose ek(1) and ek(2) 
to be parallel to the x and y axes, respectively. For 
backscatter we defineS 
e_k(l) = ek(l), 
e_rl2) = -efc(2). (2.4) 
The electric field at any point can be represented as 
a sum of waves of the form (2.2). If we fix our atten-
tion on a single "bundle" of wavelets propagating 
within dOp and dw, we may define the intensity as 
Ii;(x, p, w) = const X (EW)Efl(j), (2.5) 
i,j = 1,2. Here ,,( ... )" represents an ensemble (or 
statistical) average over the plasma (and any source) 
fluctuations. The "constant" in Eq. (2.S) is defined by 
the following condition. We suppose that a filter at x 
passes only the component of E parallel to some 
direction e. Then, the power per unit area passed by 
the filter, corresponding to propagation within dO p 
and frequency within dw, is 
e· [i.~/p(i)Iii(X' p, w)ep(j)] . e dnp dw. (2.6) 
We suppose the statistical properties of the plasma 
to be represented as a stationary random process. If 
the plasma contains N free electrons with coordinates 
Z1' Z2' ... , ZN' we take the probability that electron 1 
is at Z1 within d3z1 at time t1 , etc., to be 
PN(Z1, t1; Z2, f2;'" ; ZN, (v)d3z1 '" dazN . (2.7) 
The statement that this is a stationary distribution 
function is equivalent t09 
PN(Z1, t1 + T; Z2, f2 + T; ... ; ZN' tN + T) 
= PN(Z1' f1; Z2' f 2 ;'" ; ZN' IN)' (2.8) 
We further suppose that from PN we can define a 
hierarchy of distribution functions as follows: 
P 1(Z1) = f P N d3z2 ••• d3z N' (2.9a) 
Pbl> t1; Z2' t 2) = f PN d3z3 ' .. d3zN , (2.9b) 
etc. Here 
etc. 
Following the notation of I, we assume that P2 , 
P 3 , ••• may be developed in terms of correlation 
functions. Thus, for example, 
P2(zu t1; Z2' t2) = P1(z1)P1(z2)[1 + g(Z1, f1; Z2' t2)]. 
(2.10) 
Here the "pair correlation function" g is considered 
to vanish for IZ1 - z21 » Rc ' the "correlation range," 
or for It1 - t21 » fe' the "correlation time." Again, 
we write Pain the form 
Pa(Z1, f1; Z2' t 2 ; Z3' (3) 
= P1(z1)P1(Z2)Pl(za) 
X [1 + g(Z1, f1; Z2' t2) + g(Z2, t2; za, fa) 
+ g(Z3' ta; Z1' t1) + g3(Zl, t1; Z2, t2; Z3, ta)]' 
(2.11) 
The "triplet correlation function" g3 is assumed to 
vanish when any pair of the three coordinates is 
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separated by a distance large compared to Ro or any 
pair of times, by an interval large compared to te' 
Continuing as above, we can express the probability 
functions P4 , Po, .. , in terms of correlation func-
tions. lo The n-particle correlation function 
vanishes unless all n coordinates lie within a volume 
characterized by the linear dimension Re and all n 
times within an interval of order te' 
In the absence of significant effects from external 
magnetic fields and/or Coriolis forces, time-reversal 
invariance implies several symmetry relations for the 
P's and g'S.11-l3 For the pair correlation we have, for 
example, 
g(Z!> I; Z2, 0) = g(Zl' -t; Z2' 0). (2.12a) 
Because we have assumed a stationary random process, 
we may conclude that 
g(Z!> I; Z2' 0) = g(Zl, 0; Z2' -t) 
= g(ZI, 0; Z2' t), (2.l2b) 
using (2. 12a). On setting 12 - tl == 7", we obtain 
g(ZI, t1 ; Z2' (2) == g(Zl' Z2; 7") 
= g(Zl' Z2; -7"). (2.13) 
We finally assume, following I, that 
g(Zt, Z2; 7") = g(ZI; IZI - z21; 7") 
"'-' g(Z2; IZI - z21; 7"). (2.14) 
[The assumption (2.14) is not required for the deriva-
tion of the transport equation. It does permit us to 
write the scattering kernel (2.19) in "prettier" form, 
however.] 
The mean plasma electron density at a point Z is 
(2.15) 
The electron collision frequency at Z will be written 
as viz) and the plasma frequency as 
wj>(z) = [47Te2p(z)/m]!. (2.16) 
The refractive index n(z) of the plasma was discussed 
in 1. The first approximation to this was written as nl 
and is given by the familiar expression 
(2.17a) 
comparable to Rc. This permits us to take 
ni(z) ~ 1 - W;(W2 + V;)-l 
in Eqs. (2.20) and (2.22) below. 
(2.17b) 
The absorption length le(z) caused by electron 
collisions is expressed as 
1 w; Vo 
IcCz) ~ (w2 + v~) -;- , (2.18) 
where c is the speed of light. 
We now define the scattering kernel M for scattering 
a wave from the direction p' to direction p as 
(ijl MOl, p'; Q) Isr) == <Tip, p'; Q)(ijl m Isr), (2.19a) 
where 
and 
(ijl m Isr) = [cp(i) • cp,(s))[epU) . ep,(r)] (2. 19b) 
<Tip, p'; Q) = ( r~ 2) [p2(Z)] 2- fOO d7"eiClT 
1 + (ve/w) 27T -00 
X f d3Rg(z; R, 7") 
X exp [in1(z)k(p' - p) • R]. (2.20) 
For later reference we observe that because of the 
time reversal invariance property (2.l2a) <Tg is even 
in Q. 
The absorption length It(z) for scattering is defined 
by the equation 
where 
_1_ = !fdQfI,aip . p')[l + (p . p')2], (2.21) 
It(z) 
aip . p') == l:dQ<Tg(P, p'; Q) 
= ( r~2 2)l(z)fd3Rg(Z; R) 
1 + vc/w 
X exp [in1k(p' - p) • R] (2.22) 
and 
g(Z; R) == g(z; R, 0). (2.23) 
An elementary calculation yields 
f fOO dOfdOp,(ij1 M(p, p'; 0) Iss) = bil • (2.24) 
8=1 -00 It 
The net absorption length fez) is defined, finally, as 
(2.25a) 
We note that this is equivalent to the equation 
I-I = 2k 1m n, (2.25b) 
We shall, as in I, suppose the imaginary part of n(z) where n is the refractive index given to the order of 
to be negligible for propagation over distances accuracy obtained in I. 
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The transport equation for Iii (to be derived in 
Sec. V) is 
p . V'I(x, p, w) + _1_ I(x, p, w) 
lex) 
= LoodW'f dOfl,M(p, p'; w - w')I(x, p', w'). (2.26) 
Here we have written Iii as a column matrix with four 
elements and (ijl M Isr) as a 4 X 4 square matrix 
(evaluated at the point x, of course). The product MI 
is then the column matrix with elements 
2 
~ WI M Isr)!sr> i,j = 1,2. 
s,T=l 
We see from Eq. (2.20) that M will vanish for 
Iw - w'l »1";1. IfI is nearly constant over a frequency 
range of order 1";1, we can rewrite Eq. (2.26) in the form 
p. V'I(x, p, w) + _1_ I(x, p, w) 
lex) 
= J dOp,M(p, p')I(x, p', w). (2.27) 
Here 
M(p, p') == I: dOM(p, p'; 0). (2.28) 
Alternatively, if the radiation is confined to a 
sufficiently narrow frequency interval ~w, we can 
integrate Eq. (2.26) over frequency to obtain Eq. (2.27), 
as satisfied by the integrated intensity 
I(x, p) == LOO dwI(x, p, w). (2.29) 
It was this equation which was obtained in 1. 
The fundamental assumption required to derive the 
classical transport equation (2.26) is that 
(2.30a) 
where (we recall) Rc is the correlation length. When Rc 





with bp2 the mean-square electron density fluctuation. 
In the derivation of Eq. (2.26), it was also assumed 
that the paths of geometrical optics for rays propaga-
ting with the refractive index n(z) could be approxi-
mated by straight lines. More generally, Eq. (2.26) 
must be integrated along curved ray paths. 
3. THE POWER SPECTRUM 
We consider an electric field variable E(t) defined 
over the "long" time interval -iT < t < iT and 
vanishing outside this interval. In representing a 
scattered wave, E will depend parameterically on the 
electron coordinates ZI , ••• , zN and on any random 
variables characterizing the source. It will be con-
venient to use a complex representation for E, so the 
"power density" is 
~o = (87T)-I(E*(t)E(t», (3.1) 
in a suitable system of units.14 Here the average 
( ... ) represents an average over both plasma electron 
coordinates and over source fluctuations. That is, 
(E*(t)E(t» = J PlY d3z1 ••• d3zlY(E*(t)E(t)s, (3.2) 
where ( .. ')s represents an average over source 
fluctuations only. We extend the assumption (2.8) 
that we are dealing with a stationary random process 
to include the source. Thus, for example, 
(E*(t)E(t» = .!.. fiT dt(E*(t)E(t». (3.3) 
T -iT 
The field E(t) is expressed in terms of its Fourier 
transform E( w) as 
1 J!T A • E(t) = -- E(w)e-·w1dw. 
(27T)! -iT (3.4) 
The power spectrum of E(t) is then 
~() 1 /IE(w)/2\ 
w ='T\ S;;-/ 






1::r(W) dw = ~o· (3.6) 
It should be noted that we are here defining the 
power spectrum over the interval - 00 < w < + 00. 
We shall see that our transport equation is even in w, 
so I may be defined on the interval 0 < w < 00. 
The incident plane wave emitted by the distant 
source (see Fig. 1) is assumed, for the present, to be 
plane polarized15 and of the form 
Ez(r, t) = er.(1)Elr, t), 
Elr, t) = ~ JEo(w)ei(k.r-wt) dw. 
(27T) 
The power spectrum of the incident wave is 
;riw) = T-l(IEo(w)12/87T) = ;rI( -w), 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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which must be even in w if it is to correspond to a 
physical wave. The incident intensity, representing 
flow of power per unit area, is then (here c is again 
the speed of light) 
[O(w) = 2cl'I(w), 0 < w < 00. (3.9) 
The total intensity is then 
[0 == 50
00 
[O(w) dw. (3.10) 
4. THE BORN APPROXIMATION 
It is instructive to first calculate the scattered power 
in the Born approximation.16 The scattered waves 
at a point r far from the plasma can then be written 
in the form [see Eqs. (2.3)] 
2 
Esc(r, t) = 2,ep(j)Es/j, t), 
j~l 
N 
Es/j, t) = 2, G~Jil(P, k)E ICZa' t). (4.1) 
a~l 
Here E[ is the incident field (3.7) and Za == za(ta), 
(J. = 1, 2, ... , N, is an electron coordinate evaluated 
at the retarded time 
where 
and P = i. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
For a plane wave having wave number k/21T and 
angular frequency w = kc, 
(4.4) 
and 
fjlp, k, w) = -ro( 1 + i :Tlep(j)' el<(i) (4.5) 
is the Thomson amplitude (here ro is the classical 
electron radius). Since El contains a spectrum of 
plane waves, we interpret (4.1) as follows: 
G~Jil(P, k)E l(za, t) 
f d eiTcRa = ~ -- j;l(P, k, w)Eo(w)ei(k'Za-wtl. (4.6) (21T) Ra 
Here k = k(k) is the wave number after scattering 
for an incident wave number k. Now, Ik - kl = 
O(kvelc) « k by assumption NR made at the begin-
ning of Sec. II. We shall interpret this to mean, for 
example, that 
!ii(P, k, w)~ !u(p, k, w), (4.7) 
where w = kc. 
On setting t' == t + T, using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.6), 
and writing Ra "-' r - P • za' etc., we obtain 
<Es~(j, t)Esc(l, t'» 
= lIlT dt(E8~(j, t)Esc(l, t'» 
T -iT 
= all ~ i: dwfil(p, k, w)fn(P, k, w) 
X (T- I IEo(wW exp (-iWT) 
X exp {i[(zp(tp) - zaCt~». (kp - k)]}). (4.8) 
According to Eq. (3.2) the average ( ... ) here implies 
the integration 
Jd3Zad3ZpP2(Za,t~;zp,tp).... (4.9) 
From Eq. (2.10) we see that the term not involving the 
pair correlation function does not involve the times 
t~ and t p' which could be taken to be any two times 
in the interval -iT < t < iT. Also, for this term we 
have k = k, corresponding to coherent scattering. 
For the other term, involving the pair correlation 
function, we have IZa - zlll ,...., O(RJ. Since the 
distribution function is stationary, we may set 
Za(t~) - zp(tp) = zaCt~ + ric) - zP(tp + ric) 
= za(t') - zp(t) + O«velc)Rc) (4.10) 
within the average in Eq. (4.8). The term of O«ve/c)Rck) 
may be dropped in the exponential, using assumption 
NR. Also, since k - k "-' (kve)/c, we may use assump-
tion NR to set k = k in (4.8). Finally, then, we may 
write this equation in the form 
(Es~(j, t)EscCl, t'» 
= all ~ i:dw'!il(p, k, w')fn(P, k, w')[8rr:fiw')] 
X e-iW'T J Pl(X)Pl(X')[1 + g(x, x'; T)] 
X exp [i(k' - p'). (x - x')] d3x d3x' , (4.11) 
where P' = k'i. 
The power spectrum of the scattered waves is then 
X f d3x d3x' p(x)p(x')[1 + g(x, x'; T)] 
X exp [i(w - W')T] exp [i(k - p). (x - x')]. 
(4.12) 
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We have here used the relation (4.7) to remove the 
scattering amplitudes from the w' integrand. 
The coherent scattering in Eq. (4.12) is given by the 
term that does not involve g. This is immediately seen 
to reduce to 
~jI(W)ICOh = ~ fMp, k, w)fn(P, k, w)~iw) 
r 
x 1 J d3x exp [i(k - p). x]p(x) 12, (4.13) 
where p = kf. 
The remaining part of (4.12) represents the in-
coherent scattered power. This may be written in the 
form 
~jl(w)linc = ~ J dw' (jll M(p, k; w - w') Ill):Tiw '), 
(4.14) 
where M is defined by Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) and the 
refractive index n1 is replaced by unity. 
To derive the transport equation, we must consider 
a sequence of scatterings, just like the single one just 
described. In I it was shown that all coherent scatter-
ings result in propagation with the refractive index n. 
The incoherent scatterings lead to the transport 
equation. 
A sequence of coherent scatterings will not lead to a 
frequency shift. On the other hand, a long sequence of 
incoherent scatterings may lead to a large frequency 
shift in the wave. For each single scattering in such a 
sequence, we can continue to assume that the fre-
quency shift (CO - w) = O(wvelc) is small, because 
of the assumption NR. In particular, we can continue 
to use the relation (4.7), where wand CO are the 
respective frequencies before and after a given single 
scattering. 
5. DERIVATION OF THE TRANSPORT 
EQUATION 
The derivation of the transport equation, as given 
in I, needs only minor modifications to take account 
of the frequency shift. In this section we shall, there-
fore, rely heavily on the development given in I. 
Following the discussion given in I, we write a 
particular component of the scattered electric field 
vector in the form 
co 
E(r) = L L Qn(r; za" ... ,zaJ· (5.1) 
n=l (%1.IX2,'· ',an 
Here Qn represents the contribution from a wave 
multiply scattered by electrons at za" ... ,z"n and 
the sum is over all electrons and numbers of scatter-
ings. 
To find the scattered power, we must evaluate such 
quantities as 
~ nm == (Q!(r; zp" ... , zPm)Qn(r; za" ... ,za) 
- IJp Q *Q d3z . .. d3z \ (5.2) 
- \ m+n m n Pl' , rJ. n/ s' 
using the notation of Eq. (3.2). We suppose the 
probability function P m+n to be decomposed into a 
cluster expansion of correlated coordinates, as in 
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). For each term of this expansion, 
each coordinate is a member of a correlated cluster of 
coordinates. First, a given coordinate Za may be 
un correlated with another coordinate. If not un-
correlated, Za is correlated with other members of the 
set zp. ' ... , zan in (5.2). 
Let us suppose that z~ belongs to the correlated 
cluster set zac' ... , zad' which consist of only Za' In this 
case the integral over zac' ... , zad involves only Qn' 
This was called a "coherent part" of the average in I. 
Such "coherent part" averages may clearly be per-
formed on each factor of E(r) before squaring. It was 
shown in I that the effect of the "coherent part" 
averages is to give the plasma a refractive index. 
This result may be taken unchanged for our present 
analysis. 
To see this, we note that the introduction of the 
time-dependent correlation functions does not modify 
the expressions obtained in I for the refractive index. 
This is obvious [because of the stationary property 
(2.8)] for scatterings which are uncorrelated. Scatter-
ings which are correlated are separated by distances 
of the order of Re. During the time Relc required for 
propagation across a correlated cluster, a typical 
electron will have moved a distance (Rcve)lc. The 
resulting change of phase in the exponentials is, 
therefore, of order 
(5.3) 
by assumption NR, and can be neglected. 
The resulting equations for the multiply scattered 
waves are [see Eqs. (I.3.31), (I.3.32), (1.3.33)] 
N 2 
E(za, t) = Ec(za, t) + L LCap(j)Eap(j, t), (5.4) 
P( *a)~l j~l 
EaP(i, t) = Gap fi1(oc{3, (30)EcCzp) 
N 2 




where q is the unit vector parallel to (za - zp). The 
quantity EcCz"" t) represents the coherent wave [see 
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Eqs. (3.7)] 
Ee(zo:, t) = ef<{l ) Ee(zo: , t), 
E (z t) = _1_ fdWE (w)ei(kSo:-wt) (5.7) 
e 0:' (27T)! ° , 
where So: is the eikonal for the coherent wave [Eq. 
(1.3.34)] 
So: == S(zo:) = f: [n(x) - 1] ds + 1{ • zo:' (5.8) 
Here n(x) is the refractive index and the constant of 
integration has been chosen to be consistent with Eq. 
(3.7). The Thomson amplitude (4.5) for scattering has 
been rewritten in Eqs. (5.5) to indicate scattering 
from the direction of (zp - za) to that of (zo: - zp), 
etc. For a monochromatic wave, the Green's function 
[see Eq. (1.3.29)] is 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
the integral being taken along the straight line path 
from zp to Zo: and 
Ro:p == Zo: - zp. (5.11) 
We have used the notation of Eq. (4.6) on the right-
hand side of Eq. (5.5), writing 
Go:ph/(oc{3, (3a)EPa(j, t) 
f dw eikso:p A • = --!--!i;(OC{3, {3a; w)Epa(j, w)e-,wt (5.12) (27T) Ro:p 
in terms of the Fourier transform EPa of EPa' 
The argument given, following Eq. (4.6), lets us 
set k = k in the exponential in (5.12). 
The "coherent part" averages in the expressions 
(5.2) permitted us to derive the multiple scattering 
equations (5.4) and (5.5). On performing the remaining 
averages, after using Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), we must 
omit "coherent part" averages. This means that every 
coordinate Z must be now correlated with at least 0:, 
one of the zp in (5.2). . . 
Continuing to follow I, we define [a generalIzatlOn 
of Eq. (1.5.6)] 
Vi/(r;., (3; w) 
== 2~ f dTe+iWT f d3zy d3zab[t(zy + za) - zp] 
X p(Zy)p(za)g(Zy, Za; T).l (E:y(i, t)Eo:a(j, t + T»o:ya' 
87T (5.13) 
Here the notation ( .. ')o:ya means an average over all 
coordinates except for zo:' Zy' and za' which are held 
fixed. 17 
We now follow the derivation of Eq. (1.5.11). 
Equations (5.5) are substituted into the right-hand 
side of Eq. (5.13). Equations (1.5.9) and (1.5.10) are 
used to write EP'a in terms of EPa' etc., for Izp - zp,1 = 
O(Re)' There finally results 
Vij(r;., (3; w) 
= (27T)-1 f dTeiwT f d3zy d3zy,b(t(zy + Zy.) - zp) 
X p(Zy)p(Zy,)g(Zy, Zy'; T) 1 Go:pl2 
X (!i~(r;.{3, (30)!/1(OC{3, (30)(87T)-1 
X (E:(zp, t)Ee(zp, t + T»S 
X exp [in1(zp)(ko:p - k) . (Ryp - Ry'p)] 
+ S.t1 f d3za d3za,p(za)p(za,)g(za, za'; T) 
X [fi~(r;.{3, (3a)!is,(r;.{3, (3a)] 
X exp [in1(zp)(ko:p - k pa) • Ryy'](87T)-1 
X (E;a(s, t)Epa'(s', t + T»Paa' + cross terms). 
(5.14) 
To simplify the first term above, we write 
(27T)-1 f dTe+iWT(87T)-1(E:(zp, t)Ee(zp, t + T»S 
= [(2c)-110(w)]eik(Sp-Sp*) 
= [(2c)-11e(zp, w)], (5.15) 
where [see Eq. (3.9)], ( f"p ds ) lcCzp, w) = 10(w) exp - lex) (5.16) 
and the integral is taken along the straight line 
parallel to 1{. 
On making use of the assumption that Rell « 1, we 
may neglect the cross terms in Eq. (5.14) and express 
the second term in terms of U. In so doing, we make 
use of our conclusion of Sec. IV that the change in 
frequency on a single scattering may be neglected in 
the Thomson amplitude and in the exponentials. 
To simplify the second term in Eq. (5.14), we write 
it in the form f dT ~:T f d3z y d3zy,b(t(zy + Zy') - zp) 
x p(Zy)p(zy')g(Zy, Zy'; T) IGo:pl2 
X ~ fdW' e-,w'TfdT' eiW'T' 
•• s =1 27T 
X f d3Z a d3zaJ d3z).b(t(za + Za') - Z).)P(Za)P(Za.) 
X g(Za' Za'; T')[fi~(r;.{3, (3a)!/s,(oc{3, (3a)] 
x exp [inl(Zp)(ko:p - k p).)' R l1,] 
x «87T)-lE3a(s, t)Epa'(s', t + T'»Paa' 
= s.t! f d3z). f dw' IGo:pl2 (iii M(r;.{3, (3A; w - w') Iss') 
x V •• ,({3, A; w'). (5.17) 
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In writing the exponential involving Rn " we have 
replaced kp" in Eq. (5.14) by kp).. This is permissible 
since we assume I» Re. The quantity M in Eq. (5.17) is 
defined by Eqs. (2.19), with the obvious notational 
change of indicating directions of propagation as (3). 
and (J.{3. 
The results (5.15) and (5.17) permit us to write 
(5.14) in the form 
U;irx, (3; w) 
= J dw'IG"pl2 (WI M«(J.{3, (30; w - w') 111) ;/e(Zp, w') 
+ •. tl J d3za WI M(oc{3, (3a; w - w') Iss') 
x U •• ,({3, a; WI»). (5.18) 
Since M is even in (w - w') [see remark following 
Eq. (2.20») and Ie is even in w', it follows that U is 
even in w. This lets us define the intensity I jj for 
w > 0 with the equation 
l;;(z", p, w) = liz", W)!5il!5;1!5f<.11 
+ 2ci R!p dR"pUi;(oc, (3; w). (5.19) 
-II 
The <5 function here is defined by the condition that 
f dQ"f(p)!5f<.P = f(k) 
Jor a function /(1'1) which is regular at k = p. The 
integration in Eq. (5.19) is performed over zp along 
the semi-infinite straight line beginning at z" and 
directed parallel to - p. 
Using Eq. (5.19), we can express (5.18) in terms of 
Ii;' If we write 
IG 12 1 (f.Z" ds ) 
"p = R;p exp - zp lex) , 
we obtain [in the matrix notation of Eq. (2.26)] 
I(x, p, w) 
= Ic(x, w)!5P.f< + 1 ds(x) exp (- LX ds: ) 
-II Z l(x) 
x 1"" dw' J dQp,M(p, 1'1'; w - w')I(z, 1'1', w'), 
(5.20) 
where now w > 0 and 
Iix, w) = few) exp ( - JX ~S). (5.21) 
The path integral in Eq. (5.20) extends along the 
straight line from Z to 00 in the direction -po 
Differentiation of Eq. (5.20) along a ray path leads 
to Eq. (2.26). Equation (5.20) is evidently valid for 
arbitrary incident polarization, to be specified by the 
choice of IO(W).8 
6. RADAR BACKSCATTER 
It was pointed out in I that the transport equation 
is not valid for backscatter. The reason for this is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. To each ray path defined by a 
particular sequence of multiple scatterings there 
corresponds a path obtained by reversing all propaga-
tion vectors. These pairs of paths can interfere 
coherently, and this is not included in the transport 
equation. As was shown in I, this effect can be 
accounted for, however, by choosing a certain linear 
combination of solutions of the transport equation. 
The specific expression for backscatter was given in 
Eqs. (l,7.7) and (1.7.10). 
When there is a frequency shift, Eqs. (l,7.5a) and 
(l,7.5b) are modified. These now read, respectively, 
Qn(i, s) = ! 
iI, ... ';n-l r 
x f;;n_l ( - k, In_I) , .. fi18(I l , k)eiklSlr, 
(6.1a) 
Qn(i,s) = ! 
il,' .. .in_l r 
x kJ -k, -11) ... fin_l'( -in_I' k)eiklSnr. 
(6.1b) 
Here kl is the incident wave number, k2 that after the 
first scattering, .. " and kn+l that after the nth scatter-
ing. 
For Qn and Qn to interfere coherently, the fre-
quency (wave-number) spread must be small enough 
that the phase differences [SIl-l (k, - kn-1+2)] are 
small compared to unity. The criterion for this is that 
.. 
k 
(tlwl)fc « 1, (6.2) 
FlO. 2. Illustration of back-
scattering. 
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where !1w is the total spread in frequency because of 
scattering. If condition (6.2) is satisfied, the expres-
sions (I.7.7) and (I.7.1O) may be used. 
On the other hand, when 
(!1wl)/c » 1, (6.3) 
Qn and Qn will not interfere. Then, the transport 
equation (2.26) [or (5.20)] does tend to be valid for 
backscatter, without the special correction of Eqs. 
(I.7.7) and (I.7.1O). 
In intermediate cases it is not anticipated that the 
transport equation will be applicable to the calcula-
tion of backscatter. 
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